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mattress  BELLA LUX
1. Experience a „weightless“ state with foam developed by NASA itself.  VISCOR® foam 

softens on contact with body heat, allowing it to conform to any curves. Simply 
tailored for you. 

2. REINFORCED MATTRESS SIDES considerably  strengthen  the  loading surface 
edges and are more resistant to traces of sitting compared to regular mattresses.

3. HIGH BREATHABILITY, supported by an open cell cold 
foam structure, provides greater comfort. 

4. Easy cleaning is ensured by the ALOE VERA 
cover with separable zipper.  The cover is divisible into 
two separate parts with the zipper running around the 

entire perimeter of the cover.
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NOTES:

ABOUT THE COMPANY: 

We are a leading Czech mattress manufacturer with a long tradition. We offer mattresses and products for healthy sleep 
to a wide sector of users from hospitals, hotels, guest houses, spas, long-term care facilities up to home use.  Thanks to our 
many years of experience, we can guarantee that we will stay close to you and continue to improve our mattresses with 
respect for your wishes.

Our products meet the 
strict criteria of 

manufacturing standards. 
The safety of the 

materials we use in 
production is also subject 

to a close inspection.

CERTIFICATES

When dealing with 
customers, we prefer an 

individual approach 
where we always try to 

meet all your 
requirements.

 INDIVIDUAL
APPROACH

We are a manufacturer 
with 48 years of 

experience. The quality of 
delivered products and 

work safety is our priority.

QUALITY

We stand behind the 
quality of our products, 

which is why we o	er an 
extended warranty.

 

GUARANTEES

Thanks to our many years 
of experience in mattress 

production, we can 
prepare mattresses 

tailored to your needs.

TAILOR-MADE
PRODUCTS

We incorporate 
traditional materials into 
our product range, right 
up to new products just 
launched on the market 
such as EKOMFORTAN® 

and ECOREPUR®.

MATERIALS

MATTRESS DESCRIPTION:

Very practical with regard to washing and handling that helps to maintain high bed 
hygiene. This cover will never disappoint you and will provide the required comfort 
for your healthy sleep all the time.  ALOE VERA is a very simple solution for everyone, 
especially little children or older persons where it is necessary to observe increased 
hygiene.  ALOE VERA simply provides certainty.

• Composition: 100% polyester
• The cover is divisible into two separate parts with a zipper running around the entire 

perimeter of the cover.

ALOE VERA COVER:

KOMFORTAN ATYPICAL CAPACITY RIGIDITY WARRANTY

The unique BELLA LUX sandwich mattress adapts to your body so that you will not want to get out of the bed in 
the morning. 

Thanks to the use of  VISCOR® Foam (Lazy Foam), you will have the feeling of a soft and pleasant plunge into the mattress.  
The  reinforced  sidewalls of the mattress  significantly  strengthen the edges of the load area  and  are more  resistant   to 
wearing down.  The mattress  has a pleasant ALOE  VERA coating.  BELLA  LUX will  swallow   you   and  put you  perfectly  
to sleep.


